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The original Erdds-RCnyi theorem states that ma~,,p,.C~=+!:‘pg”‘X,,/ [c log n] + (Y(C), c > 0, almost surely for 
i.i.d. random variables [X,, n > 1) with mean zero and finite moment generating function in a neighbourhood of 
zero. The latter condition is also necessary for the ErdBs-RCnyi theorem, and the function a(c) uniquely determines 
the distribution function of X,. We prove that if the normalizing constant [c log n] is replaced by the random 
variable CfL,‘;‘pa” (Xf + 1). then a corresponding result remains true under assuming only the existence of the 
first moment, or that the underlying distribution is symmetric. 
AMS 1991 Subject Classifications: Primary 60F15,60G50. 
Erd6s-RCnyi strong laws;p4 self-normalized increments of partial sums 
1. Introduction 
Let X, X, , X,, . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables and set S, = 0, S,, = cy=, Xi, n = 1, 
2,. . . We are concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of 
max (k+,, -S,) 1 
I<l?<N 
where ( uN, N > 1) is a sequence of integers. 
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A result of Csorga and Rev&z ( 1981) for such increments says that if (a,, n > 1) is a 
non-decreasing integer sequence for which 
(i) 1 <a,<n; 
(ii) a,llogn+a as n-+m; 
(iii) n/a, is non-decreasing; and 
(iv) EX= 0, EX* = 1 and Ee”IxI < ~0 for some to > 0; 
then we have 
lim sup max 
S ll+&V --%I 
N-trn L<n<N (2a,(log(Nla,) +loglogN))“* 
= 1 a.s. (1.1) 
Shao ( 1989) showed that ( 1.1) holds for any sequence (a,} satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) 
if and only if we have (iv). In other words, assumptions (iv) is necessary for ( 1.1). On 
the other hand, the so-called self-normalized law of the iterated logarithm and laws for self- 
normalized increments give one a new aspect of ( 1.1) . In particular, contrary to the well- 
known Hartman and Wintner law of the iterated logarithm, and its converse by Strassen 
(1966), Griffin and Kuelbs (1989) obtained the following self-normalized LIL for all 
distributions in the domain of attraction of the normal distribution. 
Theorem A. Let X, X,, X2,. . . be nondegenerate i.i.d. random variables with EX= 0 and 
x20 1x1 ax) =. . 
:t EX21{ 1x1 <x) 
Then 
lim sup 
%I 
.+- (C~=,X~)“2(210glogn)1’2 
= 1 U.S. 0 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Csorg8, Lin and Shao ( 1992) generalized Theorem A and established the corresponding 
laws for studentized increments of partial sums as follows. 
Theorem B. Let X, X,, X2,. . . be nondegenerate i.i.d. random uariables satisjjkg EX= 0 
and ( 1.2). Let { uN, N> 1) be a non-decreasing sequence of integers satisfying (i) , (ii) 
and: 
(v) n/a,7 is non-decreasing eventually for some r> 0. 
Then we have 
limsup max 
s tiCaN -S, = 1 a.s. 
N+u= i<n<N (Cy:;;,X;)“*(2(log(N/a,) +loglogN))i” 
(1.4) 
Zf, in addition, {a,) satisfies also 
(vi) lim 
log(nl6J = 00 
n--t= log logn ’ 
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then 
q 
(1.5) 
What is surprising in Theorem B is that self-normalized increments in ( 1.4) behave like 
their counterparts in ( 1.1) for all distributions in the domain of attraction of a normal law 
under only the condition (ii), that is a,/log n + ~0, and the other mild regularity condition 
on [a,} in (v) . The strong moment requirements of (iv) are replaced simply by requiring 
(1.2). 
A natural, maybe even more challenging question now is to find out what the normalizing 
constant in ( 1.5) should be if uN = [c log N] , for some c > 0, under the same condition 
( 1.2). For the sake of ‘focusing in’ on the problem, we quote here the classical, distribution 
determining ErdBs-RCnyi ( 1970) law (E-R law) of large numbers. 
Theorem C. Let X, X,, X2,... be i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and a moment 
generating function R(t) = EerX,finite in u neighbourhood oft = 0. Let 
p(x) = inf eC”R( t) 
Then for any c > 0 we have 
lim max 
S k+ [clog,,] - sk as’ = a(c) , 
n+=O<kzsn-[clog,,] [clognl 
where 
(Y(C) =sup(x: p(x) &e-l”) . q 
(1.6) 
It is clear that the function a(c) of Theorem C is uniquely determined by the moment 
generating function R(t) of X. The converse of this statement is also true, namely a(c) 
uniquely determines the distribution function of X (cf. ErdBs and RCnyi, 1970, or Theorem 
2.4.5 in CsiirgG and Rev&z, 198 1). Also, if R( t) = 00 for all t > 0, then the limit, as n -+ ~0, 
in ( 1.6) is almost surely m for any constant c > 0 (cf. Steinebach, 1978). 
The aim of this note is to establish a self-normalized ErdBs-Renyi type law of large 
numbers. We succeed in doing this by assuming only the existence of the first moment, or 
that the underlying distribution is symmetric, and thus we lose also the distribution deter- 
mining nature of the classical E-R law. Consequently, while our result in ( 1.8) for self- 
normalized increments of partial sums was inspired by the E-R law, it may very well be 
nearer in spirit to the classical Kolmogorov law of large numbers (cf. also Remark 2.2). 
Theorem 1. Let X, X,, X2,. . . be i.i.d. non-degenerate random variables with 0 < EX -C 00, 
or i.i.d. non-degenerate symmetric random uuriubles. Put 
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~-(a) =infEe’(X-u(X2+1)), p(c) =sup(a>O: T(U) &e-“c) , 
I>0 
(1.7) 
where a 2 0, c > 0. Then for any c > 0 we haue 
s k+ [clog.] - sk 
!%O<kq;!_a;Z,,,gn] ~~~=‘k[!‘;g”l(x~ + 1) = ‘(‘) “‘. 
(1.8) 
2. Proof 
We start with some elementary monotonicity and continuity properties of r(a). The pro- 
cedure is similar to that of Chernoff ( 1952). 
Let X, X,, X,,. . , be non-degenerate i.i.d. random variables with O<EX<m, or i.i.d. 
symmetric random variables. Define 
2Y 
1+&Q 
<x< (2.1) 
Clearly, we have 
O<b<i, (2.2) 
(2.3) 
1 + -4b2 
P 
2b 
1+J1izS 
<XC 
41 
2b =o, 
1 
P 2Y <x< 
1+dFip 
1+ J1-4yz 2Y 
>O for every O<y<b. (2.4) 
Let t, > 0 be given by 
~(a) =Ee h7(X-a(X2+1)) , a&O. (2.5) 
According to Lemmas 1 and 3 of Chemoff ( 1952), t, exists and is unique, unless 
P(X=a(X2+ 1)) = 1. 
Lemma 2.1. Under the condition of Theorem 1, we have 
T(a)=0 ifa>b, (2.6) 
(2.7) 
7(EX/(EX2+ 1)) = 1 (2.8) 
Also, r(a) is continuous and strictly decreasing for EXI ( EX2 + 1) <a =g b, and EXf 
( EX2 + 1) is understood to be zero ifX is a symmetric random variable. 
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Proof. Let F(x) be the distribution function of X. We only prove the lemma when EX > 0. 
When X is symmetric, the proof is completely similar, and hence omitted. For a > b, t> 0, 
by (2.3) we have 
Eer(x-a(xz+l)) = ( et(X-dx2+ 1)) dF(x) x-b(x2+1)>0 
+ 
i 
e’(^-“(“Z+ 1)) &&‘cx) 
x-b(x*+ I)<0 
= 
I 
er(x-&+ I)) dFcx) 
x-b(xz+l)<O 
Ge 
-?(a-b) 
Hence T(U) = 0 for a > b. From (2.9) it follows also that for t 2 0, 
Ee’(X-b(X2+l)) = 
I 
e+b(x2+l)) dFtx) 
x-b(x*+l)<O 
=p(X=b(X*+ 1)) + er(x-b(x2+ 1)) dF(x) 
(2.9) 
1 & dl -4b2 
26 
efCx-b(x2+1)) u(~) . 
(2.10) 
It is easy to see that 
lim 
r--rm 
eN-b(x2+1)) e(X) =O. 
Now (2.7) follows from (2.10) and (2. I 1) immediately. 
Set 
f(t, a) =Eer(X-a(x2+1)), tat), a>O. 
We have 
df 
z =E(X-u(X*+ 1))e 2(X-a(X*+ I)) , t>O,a>O. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
If EX* < 30, then 
df(t, EX/(EX*+ 1)) 
= 
dt 
o 
,=O 
and hence 
7(EX/(EX*+l)) = 1, (2.14) 
for f( t, a) is a convex function of t for every fixed a. If EX* = 00, then EX/ (EX* + 1) = 0 
and T( 0) = 1 by the fact that EX> 0. This proves (2.8). 
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We show now that for EXI ( EX2 + 1) < a < b, t, is finite and r(u) is strictly decreasing. 
Pntu’=~(a+b).Thenu<u’<b.Notethat 
Ee’(x-0(x*+‘)) 
> I er(x-dX2+1)) dF(x) x-a’(x*+ l)>O 
ae”“‘-“‘P(X-U’(X2+ 1) >O) 
,et(a’-a)p ( 2a’ 1+J1_4a” <x< 1+J1_4cII2 1 2a’ ’ (2.15) 
which, together with (2.4), implies the finiteness of t,. Since (dfldt) 1 ,=,<O for 
a > EXI ( EX2 + 1) by (2.13)) f( t, a) is strictly decreasing in a right neighbourhood of a. 
Thus, t, > 0 for every EX/( EX2 + 1) <a < b. Therefore, by ( 1.7), for every EX/ 
(EX2+1) <u,<u,<b, 
7(u2) < Ee fa,(X-al(X*+1))-fa,(a2--al)(X~+l) 
<Ee”,‘X-“1’X2+I)) = T(a,) . 
We show below that T(U) is continuous for EX/ ( EX2 + 1) <a < b. 
Given a with 0<EX/(EX2+1)<u<b, put h,=t(b-a). For O<h<h,, write 
~(u+h) =Eer,+h(x-(a+h)(X’+l)). Clearly, by (1.7) 
r(u) <Ee’~+h’X-U(X*+r)) 
_r(u+h) +Eer,+h(x~a(x2+1))(l_e-t,+hh(x2+1)) . 
Similarly to (2.15), we have 
1 >r(u+h) =Eef,+h(X-_(a+h)(X2+l)) 
>e’0+h(b--a--h)‘2P(X> ~(b+a+h)(X2+1)) 
~er0+h(b--a-ho)‘2P(X> i(b+u+h,)(X2+ 1)) 
(2.16) 
b+u+h, 
=e ro+h(b-a-ho)Dp 
( l+\ll-(b+u+h,J2 
Noting that $ (b + a + h,) < b, by the definition of b, one can find that 
P 
b+u+h, 
<x< 
1+\/1-(b+u+h,)2 
1+\/1-(b+u+h,)2 b+u+h, 
Therefore we have 
t”:= sup ta+h<w. 
O<h<ho 
(2.17) 
Notice that 
Eer~+J+@+r))( 1 _e-C+hh(X2+1)) $e’*/(40)E(1 _,-t*h(X~+I)) 
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limE( 1 -e- r*h(x*+l)) =O, 
h10 
Putting the above inequalities together, we get lim hJOr(u+h) >~(a). This proves that 
T(U) is continuous for EX/ (EX’ + 1) < a < b by the monotonicity of r(a). 
It suffices now to show that r(a) is continuous on the right at a = EXI ( EX2 + 1) and is 
continuous on the left at a = b. Given a < b, let i, = (b-a) - “2. Then, by ( 1.7)) we have 
foreveryO<s<l, 
r(u) <Ee ax-n(XZ+ I)) 
=Eei”(x-“‘x2+1)‘Z(X,<b(X2+ l), X-u(X2+ 1) > -E) 
+Eei”‘X-“‘X’+“‘l(X_a(X2+ 1) < -F) 
~Eei(b~u)(X2f”Z(X~b(X2+ l), X-u(X2+ 1) 2 -8) +e-ja6, 
<Ee(b-n)l’Z( I +4/aZ) 
P( -E<X--(X2+ l), X<b(X’+ 1)) +e-c(b-a)~“z, 
where in the last inequality we used the fact that X- a(X2 + 1) 3 - 6 and a < b ,< i imply 
X2<((l++J1+4a)l(2a))2,<4/u2.Hence 
limr(u)<P(-&<X-b(X*+l),X<b(X*+l)). 
66 
(2.18) 
Noting that 
limP( -c<X-b(X2+ l), X<b(X’+ 1)) 
EL 0 
=P(X=b(X*+ 1)) =P X= 
1+KZP 
2b 
=7(b) , 
we conclude from (2.18), 
lim T(U) = r(b) . 
This proves that T(U) is continuous on the left at a = 6. 
Puta,,=~(b+EXI(EX2+l)).Thent^:=sup,,,,~+,,.,~.,,t,<~by(2.17).Notethat 
for every A > 0, 
lim 7(a) = lim Eef,(x-a(x’+ I)) 
aLEXI(EX*+ 1) rrlEXl(EX*+l) 
> lim inf Ee”x-“(xZt’))Z( 1x1 <A) 
ol.EX/(EX2+l) O<r,ii 
= inf Ee’(X-“X/(“*+‘))(X*+I))Z( (XI ~A) . 
O<r<i 
Applying Lemma 4 of Chernoff ( 1952)) we obtain 
(2.19) 
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lim inf ~~t(X-(EXI(EX*+1))(X2+1))Z( 1x1 <A) 
Ai== O<r<i 
by (2.8). A combination of (2.19) with (2.20) easily yields 
lim 7(a) = 1 ) 
alEX/(EX*+l) 
as desired. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is now complete. 0 
(2.20) 
Remark 2.1. It is easy to see that in Lemma 2.1, b = EX/ (EX’+ 1) if and only if 
P(X=b(X2f 1)) = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We divide the proof into two cases. 
Case1.P(X=b(X2+1))=1forsomeO<b~~.ByLemma2.1,wehave 
T(b)=1 and T(a)=0 foreverya>b. 
Hence 
p(c) =b for every c>O. (2.21) 
From the assumption P( Xi = b( XT + 1) ) = 1, it follows immediately that for every IZ > 1, 
c>o. 
(2.22) 
This proves (1.8) by (2.21). 
Case 2. P(X=d(X* + 1)) < 1 for every 0 <d G 1. Let b be defined as in (2.1). Then 
0~EXI(EX2+l)<b~~,byRemark2.1.Putp,=e”’C.Wehave 
lim sup 
S k+[clognl -Sk 
II+= O<k4?&ngn] ~;_‘~;‘~g”‘(xf + 1) 
G lim sup 
S 
max max 
k+[clognl -Sk 
jim p,<n<p,+1 O<k<n-[clogn] C;=‘,L:‘pg”‘(xf + 1) 
= lim sup 
j _ cc 
G lim sup max 
Skfj -Sk 
j _ m O<k<e(l+l)‘C-, c;:/+,(X; + 1) ’ 
Similarly, we have 
(2.23) 
S 
lim inf 
k+[clogn] - Sk 
n-m O<k<?;+,g,,] ~;_‘k[;l’;g”‘(x; + 1) 
> lim inf 
j _ z 
(2.24) 
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Therefore, it suffices to show that for every 0 < E < p(c), 
and 
lim sup max 
s!i+j-s!i 
i + m O<k<eCl+l)/C-j CfZi+c,(X: + 1) 
< p(c) + E as. 
liminf max 
s!i+j-s!i 
j+P O<k<dlkpj CfZ:+,(Xf+l) 
a p(c) -6 a.s. 
It is easy to see from Lemma 2.1 that 
o<ExI(Ex2+ 1) < P(c) <b . 
Notice that 
195 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
j 
P ( Sk+j- Sk ce=‘:+,(xf + 1) a Kc) +& 1 ( =P c x,-(p(c)+&)(X~+1)~0 i=l 1 
< inf Ee ( 
i 
t(X-(P(c)+s)(X~+l)) 
f>O 1 
=(7(P(C)+E))J. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 again, and using the definitions in ( 1.7)) it follows that there exists a 
6 > 0 such that 
T(P(c)+C)<exp(-(1+6)/c). 
Hence 
P ( O<k<Y~l~~C-j Skfj-S!i EfZh+,(Xf + 1) &P(c)+& <eo+“‘“exp(-j(l+Q/c) 1 
Ge”’ exp( -jS/c) , (2.27) 
which yields (2.25) immediately by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Since 7(/3(c) -8) >e-I”, by Lemma 2. I and ( 1.7), for any E> 0 and c > 0 there exists 
aS=6(c,&)>Osuchthat7(P(c)-E)-6~exp(-(1-6)/c).UsingTheoremlofCher- 
noff ( 1952), we obtain 
lim 1ogp(C{=iXi-(p(C)-&)(X2+l) >O) 
=log r(P(c) -E) 1 
j 4 cc j 
and hence 
P 
[(e"'-J)/Jl 
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G (1 _ (7(p(c) _ Ej _ s)i) [(eJ’c-i)lil 
G ( 1 - exp( - ( ( 1 - S) /c)j) )““‘j 
Gexp( -exp( -((l-6)lc)j)e”“lj) 
< exp( - ( 1 /j) e6j”) (2.28) 
for every big enough . Now (2.26) follows easily from (2.28) and the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
Remark 2.2. It is of interest to investigate under what conditions one could have 
S k+ [clogn] -Sk 
,!$,<k<~!$,gn, (Ct_‘,[~‘pgn1X~)1’2(log.)“2 = ‘(‘) a’s’ 
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